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Instruction Manual for

Fisherman Plus

TM

Storage Compartment:
Push in the tab and lift the lid of the compartment to
access the sinker, swivel, hook, and float (Fig. 2).

Read through this entire instruction manual BEFORE using the Fisherman Plus.
We’re dedicated to bringing you well-designed products that make living fun and easy.
We stand behind all our products and warrant this to be free from defects in workmanship
and materials for 1 year from the date of purchase.

Fig. 2

For questions please consult our website ProtocolNY.com.
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Installing Accessories:
Float - the float slides directly onto the line. Slide the float on the line before installing the swivel
and hook.
Sinker – slide the line through the slit in the sinker and squeeze the sinker shut. Slide the sinker
on the line before installing the swivel and hook.
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PARTS
A. Rod
B. Unlock Button
C. Reel Compartment
D. Storage Compartment
E. Sinker
F. Swivel
G. Hook
H. Float
I. Line Lock
J. Drag Wheel
K. Compartment Latch

Extending and Closing the Rod:

Swivel – Once you have installed either a float or sinker, tie the circle end of the swivel to the line.
Hook – Once the swivel is attached to the line, open the other end of the swivel like you would a
safety pin, and slide it through the circle of the hook. Close the swivel.
Casting Your Line:
1. Hold the line lock button down as you are preparing to cast your line.
2. Release as you cast to unlock the line.
Reeling In The Line:
Rotate the reel forward to draw in the line.
Drag Wheel:
The Fisherman Plus fishing line is rated for 8lbs. Use
the drag wheel to set the resistance that a fish feels
when pulling your line. This will help prevent the line
from breaking when you catch a fish that is larger
than 8lbs.

Unlock
Button

Accessing the Reel Compartment:

Pull the rod into its extended position. The
rod will automatically lock.

Press down and pull out on the compartment
latch to access the reel compartment (Fig.3).

To close, press the unlock button and pull
the rod back to close (Fig. 1)
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